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ST2 MODELS
The ST2 is available in Sport and Comfort versions. In the Sport version, 
the ST2 comes with either a 20 or 17-inch frame. The Comfort version, 
with its 17-inch frame, is easy to climb onto and off thanks to its lower 
top tube. Both versions are equipped with 20-speed Shimano gears. 

The ST2 is available in high-gloss white or matt black, and fitted with 
an elegant City Kit tailored exclusively to the requirements of Stromer 
riders. Alloy fenders, carrier and the powerful headlight and rear light all 
match the overall design of the ST2.

COMPONENTS
The ST2 is equipped with everything you need for a safe, calm and com-
fortable ride.

TIRES
The tires of the ST2 have integrated puncture protection. They have 
been developed specially for Stromer and exhibit especially good shock 
absorption, to the benefit of ride comfort.

CARBON FORK
Carbon materials combine genuinely low weight with optimal perfor-
mance. Meanwhile they are flexible enough to cushion impact and 
vibration. Leave bumpy roads behind, and accomplish every trip more 
comfortable.

MOTOR
The SYNO drive motor is a brushless, direct-current motor located in 
the rear hub of the ST2. The industrial ball bearings are the only form 
of mechanical contact. As a result, the system is incredibly quiet-run-
ning, immensely efficient and virtually maintenance-free. If you think 35 
Newton-meters of torque does not sound that impressive, you’ll change 
your mind as soon as you push the pedals and feel the 500-watt motor. It 
is powerful enough to take you up hills at a brisk pace or get you to work 
on time speedily. The ST2 motor assists you to reach a top speed up to  
45 km/h. To make sure you always remain comfortably in control of such 
power, the ST2 is equipped with front and rear thru-axles for increased 
rigidity, and therefore greater confidence, too.

BATTERY
The ST2 battery is fitted with state-of-the-art lithium-ion cells and offers 
a range of up to 150 km. The power pack can be recharged either in the 
Stromer itself, or removed from the bike and charged at home or in the 
office. With its EnergyBus connector and the corresponding communi-
cation standard, the ST2’s battery can be recharged at all compatible 
charging stations.

ST814

ENERGY 814 Wh

VOLTAGE 48 V

CAPACITY 17 Ah

WEIGHT 5 kg
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SPECIFICATION ST2

FORK Stromer carbon fork

BRAKES Magura MT2/4, 180 mm, with integrated regenerative braking sensor

DRIVETRAIN Shimano, 20-Speed, 52X36T, CS 11-34T

HEADLIGHT Stromer custom Supernova

REARLIGHT Busch+Müller Toplight Mini

DAYTIME LIGHTS Stromer front and rear integrated (available according to market specific law)

FENDERS Stromer custom alloy

CARRIER Stromer custom Racktime

TIRES Stromer custom Schwalbe BigBen 26X2.15

SADDLE Stromer custom

GEOMETRY

MODELL A B C D E F G H

up to 178 CM Sport 17” 432 582 205 73,3 70,3 435 416 47

above 175 CM Sport 20” 508 582 205 73,3 70,3 435 416 47

up to 178 CM Comfort 17” 432 582 205 73,3 70,3 435 416 47


